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Preamble
Further to the comments from the Members meeting on Friday 1 April 2022, the proposed revision to
the APE Part 1 2021 NSCA is as follows:
General Submission
1. Application form with necessary administrative amendments to align with changes below.
2. Jurisdiction specific Statutory Declaration.
3. Jurisdiction specific fee.
4. Statement of Practical Experience [SoPE].
5. Logbook of Practical Experience.
6. Evidence of Academic Qualifications.
7. Evidence of identity.
8. Any jurisdiction specific requirements.
SoPE
1. 2000-word minimum, maximum of 3000 words. Allow up to 3000 words to accommodate the
increase to 35 Performance Criteria in the 2021 NSCA.
2. The SoPE remains a project-based description, where the candidate is now required to detail
the level and type of practical experience gained in each of the 35 Performance Criteria of the
2021 NSCA.
3. Discontinue the requirement to log practical experience by Level of Experience (Observer,
Participant, Executive) to accommodate the new Performance Criteria where experience is defined
generally as either “knowledge of” or “applied”.
4. The SoPE is to be modified to comprise three elements; the candidates CV, a project-based
description and a completed NSCA matrix.
a. Maintain the 1-page summary CV at the beginning of the SoPE for the candidate to
provide an overall view of their professional experience. This shall be exclusive of the
word limit.
b. Maintain the SoPE as a project-based description.
c. Introduce the NSCA matrix for up to 5 projects that the candidate is required to complete.
This will provide the candidate a checklist to ensure that all Performance Criteria have
been addressed and facilitate the examiners preparation for part 3. Candidates who
require more than 5 projects to cover their involvement in the competencies will be able to
duplicate the matrix form, to a maximum of 10 projects. This matrix has been based on
those being implemented for the other accreditation processes by the AACA, and will
assist Assessors for the interview
5. Introduce a Verification signature to the SoPE
a. Where an architect has supervised the Candidate's work the architect's name and the
Australian Architect Registration Board registration number must be provided and the
relevant portion of the SoPE must be signed off by that architect to verify the Candidate's
description of the project and the Candidate's involvement.
b. Where another individual has supervised, or the experience has been gained overseas,
that person's name, relevant professional credentials, and contact details must be
provided, and the relevant portion of the SoPE must be signed off by that individual to
verify the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement.
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c.

Where a project has been undertaken by the Candidate at applied level with no
supervisor, this should be clearly indicated. In such cases, the client's name and contact
details and the name, contact details and project role of other relevant professionals who
are in a position to verify the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's
involvement should be included. Also, the project profile should be signed by the person
the candidate reasonably considers to be most able to verify the candidate's description
and involvement in the project.
d. Where a candidate submits a SoPE which includes a project for which they are unable to
obtain the verification and signature of their supervisor/client/other professional, the name
and contact details of the supervisor/client/other relevant professional must be provided,
along with an explanation of why the verification could not be obtained.
e. In all cases where experience is NOT gained under the supervision of an architect the
candidate must provide two references from employers, or if self-employed from the
clients, noting the projects where the referee worked with the applicant and the applied
level role in the relevant projects. At least one reference should come from a referee
within the candidate’s current place of work.
Logbook
1. Experience must be logged against the selected 35 Performance Criteria of the 2021 NSCA.
2. Maintain the current minimum requirement for 3,300 hours of logged experience.
3. Maintain the current minimum experience period of 2 years.
4. Maintain the current minimum experience of 1 year post graduation.
5. Maintain the current minimum experience of 1 year in Australia post-graduation.
6. Discontinue the requirement to log practical experience by Level of Experience (Observer,
Participant, Executive) to accommodate the new Performance Criteria which is experience is
defined generally as either “knowledge of” or “applied”.
7. Maintain the current principal that all experience not as an employee of a non-architectural firm
must be at executive level but change the term to be at “applied level” consistent with the 2021
NSCA.
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